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The control of immunoassay systems can be especially challenging owing to the complexity of the methods used. Variability may be introduced at many levels, including the antigen source (whole tissue, cell extract, purified protein, recombinant protein), antibody detected (isotype, affinity, concentration), antibody detection system (polyclonal, monoclonal, affinity, conjugation (enzyme, fluorochrome) and methodological variations (incubation time, volume, choice of substrate). All these factors are taken into account when things go wrong.
This article suggests an approach to IQC, including the mathematical methods used to monitor precision and accuracy, appropriate reference materials and controls, and some internal checks that help in providing additional information. Organisation outlined the requirements for the preparation of references. The major requirement was for a stable homogeneous material to be available in significant volume that would behave in the same way as the appropriate body fluid. 1 Several categories were defined according to the type of preparation-for example, whether a numerical value was assigned or not. Table 11 lists some of the reference materials more useful to the clinical immunology laboratory. On a day-to-day basis, the laboratory is more likely to use a -secondary standard‖ derived from these, either internally or by a manufacturer. We need to consider some points when using primary reference materials. Firstly, they are in relatively short supply and it is difficult to obtain large quantities for IQC purposes. The simplest, and probably best, way to use these materials is to include them as samples in the assay run. In quantitative assays, we would expect the obtained result to be the assigned level plus or minus an allowance for the precision of the assay. For qualitative assays, only the assigned reactivity should be detected. Here a second point of caution applies, especially with regard to antibodies to extractable nuclear antigens. Additional specificities may be found, particularly if the technology is different from that used in the definition of the standard (eg, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) v immunoprecipitation assay). This often represents a shift in the balance between disease specificity and technological sensitivity.
Equally important are the materials used to monitor performance (quality-control materials).
Often, the manufacturer of the assay under consideration will provide these materials, of which many are simply dilutions of the same material that is used as the standard. This is far from ideal, because if there is any deterioration in the standard, there will be a parallel 1. Precision is the ability to obtain the same result on a given analyte each time a given material is analysed. For any given assay, the precision is lower as the level of the analyte approaches the lower level of sensitivity of the assay-that is, an assay is less precise at the bottom end of the measurable range. Mathematically, precision (or more correctly -imprecision‖) is expressed as the coefficient of variation, where coefficient of variation = SD/Mean×100%. Precision may worsen as a result of deterioration of reagents, instability of the apparatus or owing to operator problems. Table 22 shows suggested levels of acceptable precision . Whether these levels are achievable varies considerably with the method, analyte, operator experience and clinical requirement. For example, ELISAs for anti-cardiolipin antibodies are difficult to reproduce and often have coefficient of variation >25%. Typically, clinically relevant antibody levels are high. 2 As a result of this, and to ensure clarity for the user, I suggest laboratories consider reporting only qualitative resultsthat is, negative, weak, moderate or strong positive. This approach has achieved higher interlaboratory concordance than the numeric data in the UK National External Quality Assessment Scheme. These figures are based on the author's experience and are not necessarily applicable to all assays. Table 2 Suggested acceptable levels of precision 2. Accuracy is the ability to measure the analyte correctly on any given occasion.
3. Monitoring analytical sensitivity is essential to prevent reporting false-negative results. This is best shown by considering examples of three different assay systems.
ELISA or solid-phase systems
Most kits provide positive and negative -quality‖ controls. In kits that provide only single-point calibration (often containing high levels of antibodies), it is advisable to include a control near the lower discrimination point, separating positive and negative (for qualitative assays) or low results and the normal reference range (for quantitative assays). This may be either an in-house control or a suitable dilution of the provided positive control. Ideally, it should sit in the steepest part of the standard curve-that is, the most sensitive part of the range covered. In some cases, it may be necessary to include further levels of control-for example, it may be considered important to include a control for the higher discriminator in quantitative assays.
Immunofluorescence
These are in-house assays that also use positive and negative sera to check the other materials used (tissue, conjugate, etc) and to provide reference patterns in these subjective assays. IQC samples at a dilution providing a weak positive result must also be used to check the sensitivity on a daily basis. In practice, serial dilutions of a positive control are used, which should be positive to the same titre in each batch.
Flow cytometry
IQC for cell surface marker analysis by using flow cytometry had proved to be problematic in the past, owing largely to the need to use fresh blood for the analyses. Recent developments that use stabilised whole-blood preparations are now available, however, and are stable for many of the major surface molecules (eg, CD3, CD4 and CD8). For immunochemical analyses, similar statistical analyses to those described below are applicable. an example of which is given in fig 11. . This is prepared by first assaying the analyte on at least 20 separate occasions. From the data generated, the mean (SD) is calculated. In the case shown, this was 1.27 (0.035). The mean (2 SD) levels are plotted as shown. Further results are then plotted on the graph on a daily basis. Figure 11 shows 32 such entries and, if normally distributed, 95% of these should fall between these limits. In this example, the precision of the assay is given by coefficient of variation = 3.4%. Westgard and colleagues 4 proposed a series of rules to allow interpretation of the data shown in the Shewhart chart and these, or a modified version, are in use in many laboratories. The original proposals for some elements suggested looking for trends over nine batches. This may be inappropriate for less frequent analyses (eg, those carried out on a weekly basis), as this would equate to 2 months before action is considered. In such circumstances, using five consecutive points is more practical. The choice of five points is a compromise. As there is a 50% chance of a result lying above the mean each time the assay is carried out, there is a 2 5 (3%) chance that five in a row will all lie above the mean, purely as a random event. This is, however, sufficiently unusual to act as a prompt. These rules give warnings of relatively rare events and are not absolute measures of assay failure. A better way to monitor changes in accuracy is to use the cumulative summation, or Cusum, chart (fig 22) .). It has not been popular in the past owing to the complexity of the data manipulation required, but many software packages now include this approach. In this example, the same data are used but the cumulative difference from the mean is plotted on the y axis. Table 33 shows a worked example with some of the data used to generate It is, of course, insufficient merely to identify an action point. Use of quality-control charts must be incorporated into the standard operating procedures of the laboratories. The exact steps to be taken vary according to the method in question (eg, nephelometry v ELISA) and to the type of action point (eg, single point outside 3 SD v a trend of five rising points.) A one-off erroneous point suggests a sampling error, by either the analyser or the operator.
Where a trend is seen-that is, a gradual rise or fall on the Shewhart chart-a change in accuracy, usually caused by deterioration of reagents or reference material, is indicated. In ELISA, for example, substrate, marker antibody, plate coating and calibrator must be considered. Simple checks, such as those for pH of buffer or formation of precipitates, should be performed. In practice, it is often easiest to discard all the reagents and start afresh. This concept is best illustrated with examples.
In immunophenotyping, the internal controls inherent to the samples being analysed allow us to check the quality of the antibodies used for leukaemia and lymphoma typing. Most samples have a population of cells that is residual normal, or malignant cells that are positive for a given marker. These can be used as a control for the reaction of the antibody-for example, in B cell leukaemia, the residual normal T cells can act as controls for the T cell markers used. The strength of a reaction (ie, the mean or median peak height in normal samples), which is predictable in a given system, should be visually inspected to ensure adequate function of that marker. Antibodies should be inspected weekly for turbidity and, if found, turbid reagents should be discarded.
Other examples of the internal consistency of data come from an understanding of the biology. So, IgG1+IgG2+IgG3+IgG4 should equal the total IgG (SE 10% to allow for some error in the individual measurements). Similarly, in HIV monitoring, CD3-positive cells should equal CD4-positive and CD8-positive cells (SE 5%) and T cells+B cells+natural killer cells should equal 100% (SE 5%).
Another important check comes from an intimate familiarity with the method in question. For example, in our practice we use anti-tissue transglutaminase to screen for people with coeliac disease. Our assay generally finds 6-10% of all samples analysed to be positive. When a batch does not conform to the expected profile, great care should be taken to understand why (for instance, it may simply be that an extra gastroenterology clinic has taken place). This technique is similar in concept to the -patient daily means‖ technique, in which data for a batch are truncated to remove very low and very high results and the mean is calculated for the remainder. Changes in mean are considered to reflect bias in the analysis. As described above, the patient mix on a given day may cause large swings in the mean-for example, a myeloma follow-up clinic would potentially skew the mean for IgG, IgA and IgM analyses.
The final check of internal consistency is a process called -delta checking‖, in which sequential data on patients are examined for changes (differential, hence Δ). Examples include paraprotein levels (in monoclonal gammopathies) and anti-double stranded DNA antibodies in systemic lupus erythematous. Many of these remain stable for long periods, and unexpected fluctuations, especially when viewed as a batch as opposed to any one individual, may indicate calibration problems. It should be noted that to be able to apply this effectively, the operator must have a clear idea of the assay characteristics, including assay variability (coefficient of variation) and normal physiological variability of the analyte.
Take-home messages
 The major objective of quality assurance is to improve the quality of results such that uniformity exists both within and between laboratories. This list is by no means exhaustive, but the underlying principle is that if the IQC fails it cannot simply be ignored. Some response, and a record thereof, is essential.
IQC is clearly only one element in the laboratory's quest for quality and should not be considered in isolation. Striving for internal consistency in terms of precision and accuracy, however, lays the foundation for the remainder. The main benefits of IQC are realised with early recognition of problems and swift introduction of corrective action.
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